iTech Exploring Youth Leadership Roles
Explorers will evaluate their own strengths and weaknesses before considering which iTech Exploring leadership roles
are appropriate for them.
ACTIVITY LIBRARY TAGS
• iTech Exploring: Required
AGE APPROPRIATENESS
• Exploring Posts (14-20 years old)
• Exploring Clubs (10-14 years old)
OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session, participants will be able to:
• List their personal strengths
• Understand how to overcome their weaknesses
• Explain the purpose of each iTech Exploring youth leadership role
SUPPLIES
• Getting to Know Myself Handout (one per Explorer)
• Weakness to Strength Handout (one per Explorer)
• Analyzing My Weakness Handout (one per Explorer)
• Leadership Name Card printed and cut (one per Explorer)
• iTech Exploring Youth Leadership Role Descriptions Handout (two per Explorer)
LEADER NOTE: Text in italics should be read aloud to participants. As you engage your unit (post or club) in activities
each week, please include comments, discussions, and feedback to the group relating to Character, Leadership, and
Ethics. These are important attributes that make a difference in the success of youth in the workplace and in life.
LEADER NOTE: It’s a good idea to view the Youth Officer Elections training module (8 minutes) online before beginning
this activity. To access the module, follow these instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Go to my.scouting.org.
Enter username and password.
Once logged in click the Menu button in the top left corner.
Select My Dashboard.
Click Training Center near the top center of the page.
Select Exploring Adult.
Select Course Catalog at the top of the screen.
Select the Exploring course.
Scroll down to find the Youth Officer Elections for Exploring module and click Launch Course.
The course will automatically begin playing. Make sure your speakers are turned on.
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ACTIVITIES
Activity 1 | Personal Strengths
Share the following points with the Explorers:
•
•
•
•

Today we’re going to look at some descriptions of feelings and some traits associated with them. Knowing these
feelings and traits can help you discover your personal strengths. It can also help you identify areas you can
improve in your life.
We all believe certain things about ourselves. These beliefs help make us who we are or who we believe ourselves
to be. Sometimes we feel we are great; sometimes we feel we aren’t good at anything. This outlook can make us
feel better or worse. We can put ourselves down or build ourselves up.
We learn to label ourselves and others as we learn labels from people and the world around us. If we believe the
labels, we often start to act in ways that make the label true. We need to be careful of labels, especially negative
ones.
You can always change negative traits to positive ones by recognizing them, working hard, and making positive
changes.

Hand out the Getting to Know Myself handout and have the Explorers complete it. Ask them to respond to the
questions, including the six summary questions. Allow five to ten minutes for them to complete the activity sheet.
After Explorers have completed the handout, ask the following reflection questions:
FOCUSING QUESTIONS
• How do your interests (what you like to do) line up with your strengths (what you are good at)?
ANALYSIS QUESTIONS
• What do some of your personality traits tell you about what you like to do now or what you might like to
do in the future?
• How might you use this in your potential career?
GENERALIZATION QUESTIONS
• How can you use your summary responses to plan for action moving forward?
• How might you use this in life or in college?
• Why is this important?
Activity 2 | Overcoming Weaknesses
Hand out the Weakness to Strength handout to the Explorers. Tell Explorers to make a comment in each of the boxes,
describing how they might turn a personal weakness into a strength.
When they are finished, ask:
• What was the hardest part of the process?
• Why is it important to first identify what your weaknesses are?
• How can these weaknesses have a negative impact in your relationship with others?
• What are some ways to turn the weaknesses into strengths?
• What can you do to start applying these changes?
• How can you become more open to constructive criticism?
• What does it take to remain motivated and work hard since change doesn’t happen overnight?
Hand out the Analyzing My Weakness handout to the Explorers. Have Explorers answer the three questions based on
one of the weaknesses they identified with on the Weakness to Strength activity sheet.
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When they are finished, ask:
FOCUSING QUESTIONS
• What will it take to help eliminate the weakness you identified?
ANALYSIS QUESTIONS
• What is the hardest thing about making this change?
• How might you use this in your potential career?
GENERALIZATION QUESTIONS
• How could you help other people make changes like the one you identified for yourself?
• How might you use this in life or in college?
• Why is this important?
Activity 3 | iTech Exploring Youth Leadership Roles
LEADER NOTE: Before electing or assigning youth roles, review the Youth Officer Elections for Exploring online training
module at My.Scouting.org for best practices on how to elect Explorers to various leadership positions.
LEADER NOTE: The iTech Plug and Play schedule references these specific roles and when each role should lead a post or
club meeting. Some meetings utilize multiple leadership roles and Explorers should work together to find the right
balance between these leadership positions. In other meetings, all positions will be utilized to accomplish the task at
hand.
Consider the requirements of iTech Innovation Design Challenge you have selected. Is it appropriate for a large group or
smaller groups? If you have a large post or club (more than 10 or 12 active Explorers) you may want to divide the unit
into smaller teams of at least 5 members noted below with an (*). Explorers can also opt into any of the roles listed
under “Other Roles.” Note that the Site Visit Coordinator position can be rotated to different Explorers for each site visit.
In the case of multiple teams per post/club:
1. All teams should participate in the same iTech Innovation Design Challenge selected by the entire post/club.
2. After teams are selected, each team should create their team name and take team photos.
Project Manager *
Research Manager *
Design & User Feedback Manager *
Quality Assurance Manager *
Innovation Design Challenge (IDC) Event Coordinator *
Site Visit Coordinator(s)
Other Roles:
• Explorers can volunteer to become an Assistant to the any of the above roles. They will assist when that
leadership position in in charge of that meeting.
• They can also choose from the following roles: Treasurer, Secretary, Time Keeper, Team Member
Say: During our iTech Exploring program, you will have the opportunity to take on leadership roles once the Innovation
Design Challenge (IDC) begins. Let’s review the opportunities.
Give each Explorer a copy of the iTech Exploring Youth Leadership Role Descriptions handout. Allow the group 5-10
minutes to review the roles.
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Say: On the left side of the sheet write your name next to the roles in which you would like to serve. On the right side of
the sheet, write the names of your fellow Explorers (or team mates if you’ve divided a large group into smaller teams of
at least 5 members) who are best suited for each role. You must nominate at least one person for each of the required
(*) roles. And you can nominate more than 1 person for every role on the sheet. The adult leaders will review your
nominations, including your self-nominations, and select roles for each of you.
DECIDE HOW LEADERS WILL REVIEW AND ASSIGN ROLES FROM THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
1. Review and assign roles immediately and move onto Activity 4.
2. Review and assign later and announce roles at the next meeting. In this case, be sure to facilitate Activity 4 at
the next meeting after you announce roles.
LEADER NOTE:
Refer your newly elected/appointed IDC Event Coordinator to the iTech IDC Prep activity outline from your 4th meeting.
Share this activity outline and handouts with the IDC Event Coordinator after s/he is selected so s/he can prepare
accordingly.
Activity 4 | Settling in To Your New Role
Announce which Explorers will be serving in each role. Make sure every Explorer has an assigned role – even if it’s as
simple as a “team member”.
LEADER NOTE: At the start of each meeting, point out which Explorers are leading the meeting for the day. Explorers
should display their Leadership Name Card and reference it in preparation for and during meetings. This is a reminder of
the role each Explorer plays and his/her respective responsibility.
Give each Explorer:
1. A blank Leadership Name Card
2. A blank iTech Exploring Youth Leadership Role Descriptions handout (or project the descriptions on a screen)
3. A copy of your post or club’s meeting schedule. Be sure to use the provided Plug and Play Schedule as it notes
which youth leadership roles should be leading various meetings on the schedule.
Allow each Explorer to fill in the blanks and answer the questions on his or her own Leadership Name Card.
Say: It is your responsibility to keep your leadership card and bring it with you to each meeting. You should place your
leadership card in front of you at your seat during every meeting through the end of the year. Use this as a reference to
be successful in your new role. And ask any of the leaders here questions about your role at any time, we are here to
help you succeed! CONGRATULATIONS!
Links to other websites are provided for your convenience and information only. When you click on a link to another
website, you will be leaving this website. The fact that we provide links to other websites does not mean that we
endorse, authorize, or sponsor the linked website, or that we are affiliated with that website’s owners or sponsors.
Unless otherwise indicated, the linked sites are not under our control and we are not responsible for and assume no
liability for the content or presentation of any linked site or any link contained in a linked site, or any changes or
updates to such sites. Your use of a linked site and its content is at your sole risk and may be subject to restrictions
and/or limitations. Always take care to abide by the linked site’s terms of use, including any permission
requirements/guidelines.
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Activity 1 Handout | Getting to Know Myself
Indicate whether each statement is “like me” or “unlike me” by placing an “X” in the appropriate column.
PART 1: Personal Strengths & Interests
I am shy.
I am dependable.
I am easy to like.
I often worry
I make up my mind easily.
I like to talk in front of the class.
I get upset easily.
I often get discouraged at school.
I am proud of my schoolwork.
I am popular with my peers.
My parents usually consider my feelings.
I usually succeed in most things.
My peers often pick on me.
My parents expect too much of me.
I am often proud of myself.
I like to be alone.
I would like to do better in school.
At home, people often ignore me.
I like to be called on in school.
I am easy to persuade.
I like to lead the group.

Like Me

Unlike Me

PART 2: Strengths & Interests in School
I do well in reading.
I like math.
I do well in math.
I like physical education.
I do well in physical education.
I like science.
I do well in science.
I like grammar and language arts.
I do well in grammar and language arts.
I like social studies (history and geography).
I do well in social studies (history and geography).
I like computers.
I work well on computers.
I like health.
I do well in health.
I like art.
I do well in art
I like music.
I do well in music.

Like Me

Unlike Me
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Activity 1 Handout | Getting to Know Myself (continued)
SUMMARY
1. My personal interests and strengths are:

2. My interests and strengths in school are:

3. Something I am proud of myself for being able to do well is:

4. Something I wish I could do better is:

5. Something I want to accomplish in the next year is:

6. Something I want to accomplish before I graduate from high school or college is:
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Activity 2 Handout | Weakness to Strength
Use the space provided to write what you could do to turn these weaknesses into strengths.

Weakness

Strength

I am always running late.
I wait until the last minute to do my homework.
I failed an assignment instead of asking for help.
My feelings are hurt when someone criticizes me.
I sometimes lose my homework.
I don’t work well on group projects with my classmates.
I sometimes have a bad attitude with my teachers and
classmates.
I often lose my temper.
I must do things my way.
I give up when an assignment becomes too difficult.
I am usually not open to doing things differently than
what I normally do.

Activity 2 Handout | Analyzing My Weakness
1. I recognize this issue as weakness in working with others:

2. The weakness could be a problem in the workplace because:

3. I can work to improve this weakness by:
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Activity 3 Handout | iTech Exploring Youth Leadership Role Descriptions
•
•
•
•
•

In the LEFT COLUMN write your name next to the roles in which you would like to serve, if any.
In the RIGHT COLUMN write the names of your fellow Explorers from your team who are best suited for each
role.
You must nominate at least one person for each of the required (*) roles.
Each of your team members should be nominated by you at least once.
You can nominate more than 1 person for every role on the sheet.

Nominate
Yourself

Leadership
Role
* Project
Manager

* Research
Manager
* Design &
User Feedback
Manager
* Quality
Assurance
Manager

* IDC Event
Coordinator

Description

Nominate
Your Peers

Responsible for all completion of all tasks and the success of the project
team
Ensures that the team stay on track and tracks progress of goals
Receives updates from team on the project and provides progress reports
to team
Oversees necessary research to better understand project ideas prior to
prototyping
Organizes all research and helps team to analyze in the context of their
project
Ensures that the project focuses on the user and has strong design
features
Oversees User Feedback and analyzing the feedback
Manages project issues and team requests
Tests the project to ensure that all fixes are implemented and records
additional issues
Works with Project Manager to prioritize project issues/changes
Ensures the team knows how, where and when to arrive at the event, and
specifically where to report upon arrival.
Confirms that all IDC components are complete prior to the event
Ensures the eligibility and other requirements are reviewed, met and
submitted before the deadline
Oversees the coordination of one or more site visits

Site Visit
Coordinators

Time Keeper

Treasurer

Secretary

This role is in addition to another leadership role
This role should rotate so that as many Explorers as possible plan at least
one site visit
Gives the team a 10-minute warning before allotted activity time is over
Records time as needed if relevant to the team's IDC project
Records money spent from the project budget, if any
Collects receipts, if any
Records attendance of team members at each meeting
Records project notes as needed

Create a new
role!
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Research
Manager

My goal for this role is to:

2) Organizes all research and helps team to
analyze in the context of their project

1) Oversees necessary research to better
understand project ideas prior to prototyping

Responsibilities include…

Project
Manager
My goal for this role is to:

3) Receives updates from team members and
provides progress reports

2) Ensures that the team stay on track and
tracks progress of goals

1) Responsible for all completion of tasks and
the success of the project team

Responsibilities include…

Activity 4 Handout | Leadership Name Cards

Print the below cards, cut each one out and fold on the dotted line. Explorers should always display their
leadership cards at their seat during Exploring meetings as a reminder of their role and responsibilities. If an
Explorer chooses a role that isn’t listed below, fill out the card before printing.
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Quality
Assurance
Manager

My goal for this role is to:

3) Works with Project Manager to prioritize
project issues/changes

2) Test the project to ensure that fixes are
implemented and records any issues

1) Manage issues and team requests

Responsibilities include…

My goal for this role is to:

2) Oversees User Feedback and analyzing the
feedback

1) Ensures that the project focuses on the
user and has strong design features

Responsibilities include…

Design &
User
Feedback
Manager
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IDC Event
Coordinator

My goal for this role is to:

2) Confirms that all IDC components and
eligibility requirements are complete,
reviewed, met and submitted properly by the
deadline.

1) Ensures the team knows how, where and
when to arrive at the event, and specifically
where to report upon arrival.

Responsibilities include…

My goal for this role is to:

2) This role is in addition to another
leadership role

1) Oversees the coordination of one or more
site visits (see pages 11 – 13 for more detail)

Responsibilities include…

Site Visit
Coordinator
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2) Records time as needed if relevant to the
team's IDC project.

2) Collects receipts, if any.

My goal for this role is to:

1) Gives the team a 10-minute warning
before allotted activity time is over.

1) Records money spent from the project
budget, if any.

My goal for this role is to:

Responsibilities include…

Treasurer
Responsibilities include…

Time Keeper
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2) Records project notes as needed.
My goal for this role is to:

My goal for this role is to:

1) Records attendance of team members at
each meeting.

1) Actively participates by sharing my ideas.

2) Encourages every other member on the
team to actively participate.

Responsibilities include…

Responsibilities include…

Secretary

Team
Member
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OTHER
Responsibilities include…
1) …..
2) ……
My goal for this role is to:

OTHER
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Responsibilities include…

1) …...

2) …...

My goal for this role is to:

